


Derived from the word “NIVAS” which has a sanskrit origin 

which symbolizes a house, apartment or other shelter that 

is the usual residence of a person, family or household in 

which one’s domestic affections are centered.

IVAS is a revolutionary concept that transforms home 

interior design with innovation. The letter “A” symbolizes 

our unwavering commitment to upgrading living space, 

which embodies our aim to usher in a new era of interior 

design that is better, bigger, and stronger. IVAS strives to 

inspire and redefine the home interior landscape by 

pushing the boundaries of design and creating living 

spaces that reflect unique personality and style. Join us on 

our journey to redefine the essence of interior design with 

IVAS.

WHAT IS IVAS?



Every family is unique
and so is their

brings products to
personalize their Nivas

NIVAS



Shilpa Shetty

I’m delighted to be partner with IVAS, a pioneering

brand that is revolutionizing the market with

its premium products to make your home look beautiful.

IVAS Modular Kitchens is a fusion of modernity

and functionality and a timeless masterpiece

that transcends trends.

The brand's passion lies in transforming ordinary

spaces into extraordinary living experiences, redefining

the heart of your home with innovation, elegance,

and precision.

Welcome to your dream kitchen, welcome to IVAS.



A great kitchen is where great recipes are born. At IVAS, we 

create kitchens that just do that. Intuitively designed, using 

best-in-class materials, every IVAS kitchen is built to last a 

lifetime. Our team of experienced designers and skilled 

installers ensure that every square inch of your space is 

thoughtfully utilized. However, to deliver this, we do not 

design basis just the initial discussions held with you, we 

delve much deeper than anyone else. Our designers are 

specially trained to probe each customer to understand 

the stated as well as unstated needs and therefore, WE 

FIRST HEAR YOU THOROUGHLY before we begin 

designing. We take pride in this unique process because 

we understand no two homemakers can have similar 

kitchens, and therefore hearing and understanding is the 

first step towards delivering the best modular kitchen.

BEFORE WE DESIGN
WE HEAR YOU





KNOW YOUR KITCHEN

Wall
Cabinets Cornice

Dado
Tiles

Pantry Unit

Hob

Built-In
Appliances

Skirting

Midway
Accessories

Hood

Base
Cabinets

Sink &
Faucet

Shutter

Countertop



5 - ZONE CONCEPT
OF KITCHENS

Follow the Golden Rule of dividing
your Kitchen based on the tasks.

Optimal Workflow

More Organized Kitchen

Less Physical Strain

Regular Storage Food Storage Cooking Prepping Cleaning 



TYPES OF KITCHENS & KITCHEN TRIANGLE 

STRAIGHT Kitchen Parallel Kitchen L-SHAPED Kitchen

C-SHAPED Kitchen G-SHAPED Kitchen ISLAND Kitchen

Move Freely Between Prep,
Cooking & Storage Area 

Reduce Wasted
Steps 

Easier & Efficient
Kitchens 



STRAIGHT KITCHENS



STRAIGHT KITCHENS



STRAIGHT KITCHENS



L-SHAPED KITCHENS



L-SHAPED KITCHENS



L-SHAPED KITCHENS



PARALLEL KITCHENS



PARALLEL KITCHENS



PARALLEL KITCHENS



C-SHAPED KITCHENS



C-SHAPED KITCHENS



C-SHAPED KITCHENS



ISLAND KITCHENS



ISLAND KITCHENS



ISLAND KITCHENS



VERTICAL STORAGES

A very practical addition
to modular kitchens

Provides you better storage
than traditional cabinets
or shelves

Ideal for storing dry goods,
canned goods, snacks, baking 
supplies, etc.

Pantry Unit (Closed) Pantry Unit (Open) Pantry Pull-Out (Open)



CORNER UNITS

Clever storage solution for easy access to
hard-to-reach items and underutilized spaces

Ideal for storing pots & pans,
and small appliances



CUTLERY ORGANIZERS

Keep your silverware
organized and easily
accessible

Easy to remove
and clean

Enhance the
overall aesthetics



SPICE PULL OUTS

Can save time and
reduce the risk of spills

Better utilization of
small spaces

Easy and efficient organization of
your spices next to cooking space



UNDER-THE-SINK
WASTEBIN DRAWER

A pull-out drawer designed
to hold a waste bin and
cleaning agents

Smart storage solution to
utilize the space beneath
the sink keeping it organized
and concealed



WICKER BASKET

Allows food items kept
inside to breathe 

Ideal for storing breads,
potatoes, onions and 
much more



CABINET HANDLES

Add On Handles:
Regular Handles, Designer Handles,
Classic Handles or Slim Handles

Integrated Handles:
Made by moulding the shape of door
itself or carved within its body

Profile Handles:
Metal Profiles installed on top of door.
Gola, G and J Section are most popular
styles

Add On Handles

Integrated Handles Profile Handles



LIFT UP MECHANISM

Extremely quiet and
smooth running

Effortless manual
operation of the flaps

Better ergonomics than
regular mechanisms

Free Flap

Free Swing

Free Fold

Free Up



APPLIANCES

PARTNERSHIP WITH ALL LEADING BRANDS

In-built
microwave/oven

Hood

Hob



IVAS PROMISE

IN-HOUSE
MANUFACTURING

TAILORED TO
YOUR NEEDS

ON-TIME
DELIVERY

10
YEARS

DESIGN
OPTIONS

500+



YOUR KITCHEN 
IN 5 EASY STEPS

Before we design, we hear you 
and share the design
concepts and quote

1. MEET THE DESIGNER

Your kitchen is now ready 

to be delivered and 

installed in your NIVAS

4. RECEIVE YOUR KITCHEN

Your IVAS Kitchen is now ready! 

It’s time to make new memories

5. IT’S READY

Your order is ready to be sent 

to the factory. Pay 75% of

the final quotation

3. PLACE THE ORDER

Like the design? Book by 

paying Rs. 25,000/-

2. SEAL THE DEAL



THE IVAS ADVANTAGE

100% customization 
as per the budget

100% satisfaction in all

customers served till date

Instant quotation

In-house team of designers



EXPLORE OUR SHUTTER
FINISHES

Laminates HGL Laminate

Acrylic PU Painted Shutter

Acryglass Toughened Glass Aluminium Shutter



OUR COLOURS
AND FINISHES

Autumn Leaf Cardinal Red Ebony Sepia Pure Oak Berry Bunch Shangrila

Highland Pine Balinese Pine Nice Wood Canadian Walnut Montana Walnut

Crescent Horizontal
Acacia

Aromita
Horizontal Acacia

Laurel Oak Wind Warmy Smoked Maple Knotty Smoked Maple Peconic Chestnut

Ebony Sepia

Pale Damask Rock Painting Elevated Wood Ebony Peat Columbian Cadiaz
Walnut

Mansal Ulura Walnut Trellis Elegant

HGL Laminates

Laminates

Eternity Bistro Walnut



OUR COLOURS
AND FINISHES

PU Finishes

Acrylic

Acryglass

White

Cobalt Blue Revival Green Metallic Sliver Urban Grey Metallic Beige Ocean Blue

Fire Red Violet Dark Grey Cappuccino Feather Blue Cashmere

Pastel Violet Midsummer Green Orientrot Mouse Grey Blue Grey Beigeroot

Feather Blue

Cream Beige Slate Grey Grey Brown Sea Green



FAQS

What is the timeline of kitchen handover?  

It will take 30-45 days from the date of the final measurement to installation of the kitchen at 

your place. This timeline also depends on the material selection like laminate or PU shutters.    

  

What is the price range of the kitchen you offer?  

The price of the kitchen is dependent on the selection of the shutter finishes, hardware, size of 

the kitchen, type of kitchen (modular or civil). Since we adopt the consultative approach to 

designing a kitchen, we can design the kitchen as per your needs and budget.  

  

Do you offer a warranty? If yes, for what period?  

Yes, we offer 10 years warranty on the kitchen against manufacturing defects. Kindly refer to IVAS 

Warranty terms for the same. For appliances, our partner Glen offers a lifetime warranty. For 

hardware we offer 10 years.  

  

What are the services you offer?  

We offer an entire end-to-end service for doing your kitchen which includes need gathering, 

design, site measurement, supply, and installation of the kitchen.

  

What are the other things you offer other than kitchens?  

We offer the complete interior furniture solution, which is comprised of kitchens, wardrobes, 

beds, side tables, TV units, etc.  

  

Can you give me the quotation if I give the layout to you?  

Yes, we can do it, but we strongly recommend you to visit our showroom to understand our 

kitchen display and to have personal interaction with our designer to design the kitchen based 

on your own needs.  

  

How is IVAS Modular Kitchens different from other brands?  

We make the kitchen based on your requirements. We listen to your needs and requirements 

and guide you. All the shutters and cabinets are made in our own state-of-the-art manufacturing 

facility ensuring consistent quality. We offer the best hardware. All our kitchens are installed by 

our trained technicians.



INFRA.MARKET HOUSE

Road No - 16Z, Opposite Ashar IT Park, Wagle Estate,

Thane (W), Maharashtra - 400604

W: www.ivas.homes   |   E: contact@ivas.homes

Fans | Lighting | Appliances | Tiles | Sanitaryware | Bath Fittings

Modular Kitchens & Wardrobes | Designer Hardware


